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Orbitofrontal Cortical Neurons Encode Expectation-Driven
Initiation of Reward-Seeking

David E. Moorman and Gary Aston-Jones
Department of Neurosciences, Medical University of South Carolina, Charleston, South Carolina 29425

Adaptive execution and inhibition of behavior are guided by the activity of neuronal populations across multiple frontal cortical areas.
The rodent medial prefrontal cortex has been well studied with respect to these behaviors, influencing behavioral execution/inhibition
based on context. Other frontal regions, in particular the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), are critical in directing behavior to obtain rewards,
but the relationship between OFC neuronal activity and response execution or inhibition has been poorly characterized. In particular,
little is known about OFC with respect to extinction learning, an important example of context-guided response inhibition. Here, we
recorded the activity of OFC neurons while rats performed a discriminative-stimulus (DS)-driven sucrose-seeking task followed by
multiple days of extinction of the DS. OFC neuronal activity was maximally responsive (1) to reward-predicting stimuli (RS) that triggered
a lever press (i.e., lever-response initiation) and (2) during reward-well approach in pursuit of sucrose (i.e., well-response initiation). RS
presentation that was not followed by a lever press or RS presentation during extinction produced weak activation, as did nonrewarded
stimulus (NS) presentation regardless of response (press or withhold) or session (DS-sucrose or extinction). Activity related to nonre-
warded well entry was minor, and activity was significantly inhibited during reward consumption. Finally, OFC neuronal activity
switched selectivity to track rewarded behaviors when the RS/NS contingencies were reversed. Thus, rather than signaling variables
related to extinction or response inhibition, activity in OFC was strongest at the initiation of multiple components of reward-seeking
behavior, most prominently when valid reward-predicting cues drove these behaviors.
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Introduction
The orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) regulates goal-directed behaviors
and decisions through encoding multiple cognitive/motivational
parameters (Mainen and Kepecs, 2009; Schoenbaum et al., 2009;
Grabenhorst and Rolls, 2011; Schultz et al., 2011; Wallis, 2012).
OFC lesions or inactivation weakens stimulus-outcome updating
(Gallagher et al., 1999; Schoenbaum et al., 2002; Chudasama and
Robbins, 2003; McAlonan and Brown, 2003; Roberts, 2006; Rice-
berg and Shapiro, 2012). Outcome-related signals in OFC are
modulated by valence, size, preference, and time (Schoenbaum and
Eichenbaum, 1995; Schoenbaum et al., 2003; Roesch and Olson,
2004, 2005; Roesch et al., 2006; Padoa-Schioppa, 2007; van Duuren
et al., 2007, 2008; Wallis, 2012). Activity is also influenced by location
(Feierstein et al., 2006; Roesch et al., 2006; Kennerley and Wallis,
2009), outcome probability, certainty or confidence (Kepecs et al.,
2008; van Duuren et al., 2009), salience (Ogawa et al., 2013), and risk
(O’Neill and Schultz, 2010; Roitman and Roitman, 2010).

Despite extensive studies, questions remain regarding the
relationship of OFC to reward-seeking, response inhibition,
and learning. First, although rewards, punishments, and their
predictors are encoded by OFC neurons, it is unclear how OFC
represents null stimuli that predict absence of a reward or
punishment (but see van Duuren et al., 2009; Ogawa et al.,
2013; and Discussion). Second, recent work suggests that OFC
encodes outcomes in Pavlovian contexts (Ostlund and Bal-
leine, 2007), but this hypothesis has only begun to be tested
(Luk and Wallis, 2013). Third, there is a developing perspec-
tive that OFC activity does not encode response inhibition
(Schoenbaum et al., 2009), despite studies proposing its role in
such behavior (Aron et al., 2003; Chudasama et al., 2003; Eagle
et al., 2008; Eagle and Baunez, 2010). Fourth, and related,
some studies have reported an OFC influence in extinction
learning (Butter et al., 1963; Gottfried and Dolan, 2004; Izqui-
erdo and Murray, 2005; Finger et al., 2008; Zeeb and Winstan-
ley, 2013; Panayi and Killcross, 2014) but others have not
(Burke et al., 2008, 2009). OFC activity decreased during ex-
tinction of compound probes in a Pavlovian overexpectation
task, but not during extinction of separate reward-predicting
cues (Takahashi et al., 2013). It has been hypothesized that
Pavlovian extinction is a model-free process and that OFC is
involved in model-based behaviors (McDannald et al., 2011,
2012). Instrumental extinction may be model-based, requir-
ing an update of “if-then” contingencies, analogous to the role
of OFC in inferred value (Jones et al., 2012).
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We recorded from OFC neurons while rats performed an instru-
mental, discriminative-stimulus driven go/nogo task, during extinc-
tion, and finally, during reversal. OFC neurons responded to
salient (conditioned) stimuli, particularly when these predicted
reward availability. OFC activity was strongest at the initiation of
reward-seeking behaviors (initiation of lever press and of well-
approach) compared to when reward-predicting stimuli elicited
no behavior, or when nonrewarded or extinguished stimuli pro-
duced a behavioral response. These results indicate that OFC
neurons encode the interaction of reward expectation and initi-
ation of reward-seeking, and argue against any explicit represen-
tation of response inhibition or extinction.

Materials and Methods
Animals. Male Long–Evans rats (�300 – 400 g upon arrival; Charles
River Laboratories; n � 4) were used in these experiments. Rats were
single-housed under temperature- and humidity-controlled conditions
on a reversed light cycle (6:00 A.M. off to 6:00 P.M. on) and allowed ad
libitum access to commercial chow and tap water. All protocols and
procedures followed the National Institutes of Health Guidelines for the
Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, and were approved by the Medical
University of South Carolina Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee.

Surgery. Anesthesia was induced with isoflurane in a closed container,
and maintained with 1.5–2.5% isoflurane in air delivered through a nose-
cone. Animals were placed in a stereotaxic frame, and body temperature
was maintained at �37°C using a thermistor-controlled electric heating
pad. All incision points were infiltrated with a long-lasting anesthetic
(2% lidocaine). The skull was exposed and bilateral holes were drilled
above the lateral OFC (�3.2 mm rostral and �3.2 mm lateral to bregma).
Three or four additional holes were drilled and screws were implanted to
secure array implants. An array of 16 stainless-steel microwires (50 �m)
arranged in a 4 � 4 pattern (�200 �m spacing) were lowered into the

ventral/lateral orbitofrontal cortex in each
hemisphere (2 arrays per animal; DV � 5.2).
Craniotomies were filled with gel-foam, se-
cured with cyanoacrylate, and arrays were se-
cured to the skull screws using dental cement.
Animals were given antibiotic (0.1 ml cefazo-
lin, 330 mg/ml, i.m.) and analgesic (meloxi-
cam, 1 mg/kg, s.c.) and allowed to recover at
least 1 week following surgery, during which
time weight, activity, and other measures of
general health were monitored.

Behavioral training and task. Following re-
covery, rats were trained to self-administer su-
crose using a fixed-ratio (FR1) paradigm in
sound-attenuated operant chambers (Med-
Associates). During training, rats were pre-
sented with two levers (1 active and 1 inactive).
Pressing of the active lever resulted in retrac-
tion of both levers and illumination of a light in
the reward well. The well light (signaling re-
ward availability) remained illuminated for
10 s. Upon well entry, the well light turned off
and 0.1 ml of 15% sucrose was delivered. Inac-
tive lever presses were recorded but produced
no outcome. Animals received a 20 –30 s time-
out following either well entry or lever-
retraction (if the active lever was pressed but
the well was not entered).

Following successful acquisition of the FR1
sucrose task, animals were trained on the
discriminative-stimulus (DS)-sucrose task.
(Fig. 1A). In this task, the active and inactive
levers were presented individually and in a
pseudorandom fashion. Lever presentations
were paired with unique tones (active � 10

kHz, inactive � 5 kHz), forming a rewarded-stimuli (RS) and a nonre-
warded stimuli (NS) complex. Tones were played for a maximum of 3 s,
and levers remained extended for a maximum of 10 s. RS-lever presses
resulted in tone offset, lever retraction, and illumination of a light in the
reward well. The well light (signaling reward availability) remained illu-
minated for 10 s or until well entry, at which point 0.1 ml of 15% sucrose
was delivered. NS-lever presses were recorded but produced no outcome.
Animals received a 20 –30 s time-out following either well entry or lever
retraction (after the NS-lever was retracted or if the RS-lever was pressed
but the well was not entered). Rats ran for 1 h per day on the DS-driven
sucrose-seeking (DS-sucrose) task. Recording commenced upon stable
successful performance (�75% responses to RS-presentation along with
�25% responses to NS-presentation for �2 d).

Neurons were recorded for two sessions/rat during performance of the
DS-sucrose task, one session for each implanted array. Following the
final DS-sucrose session, neuronal activity was recorded during extinc-
tion sessions for 4 consecutive days. During this time, stimuli were
presented as during the DS-sucrose task. RS-lever presses resulted in
lever-retraction and illumination of the well light. Well entry, however,
resulted only in offset of the well light and no delivery of sucrose. NS-
lever presses produced no results. Recordings from the same population
of neurons were made on Extinction Days 1 and 3, and Extinction Days 2
and 4. Therefore, recording sessions from Extinction Days 1 and 2 were
grouped together as “early extinction” and Extinction Days 3 and 4 as
“late extinction.”

Following conclusion of the extinction study, a subset of animals (N �
3) were retrained on DS-sucrose (rewarded). Upon successful reacquisi-
tion of the task, animals were then trained in a reversal version of the task
in which, after 30 min, the RS and NS lever/tone-reward relationships
were switched. Thus, for example, “Tone1 � Left Lever � reward” was
switched to “Tone1 � Left Lever � no reward,” and “Tone 2 � Right
Lever � no reward” was switched to “Tone 2 � Right Lever � reward.”
The reversed task was the same as previously described (except for re-
versed lever-tone complexes). Animals were trained on the reversal ver-
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Figure 1. A, Rats were presented with RS or NS consisting of cue/lever combinations. Stimulus tones lasted 3 s or until rats
pressed the RS lever. Responding on the NS lever (gray) produced no outcome. Ten seconds after NS presentation, lever retraction
and house-light onset signified time out. Responding on the RS lever within 10 s produced tone cessation and lever retraction. If RS
lever press was followed by well entry within 10 s the rat received 0.1 ml of 15% sucrose solution (black). During extinction sessions,
all events were as during DS-sucrose except that well entry led to no reward (dashed line). B, Lever press and well entry behavior.
RS lever presses (� 2

(4,19) � 19.37, p � 0.001, Kruskal–Wallis) and well-entries (� 2
(4,19) � 20.03, p � 0.001) decreased

significantly across extinction days. C, Distribution of reaction times. Red: RS onset3 lever press reaction times; blue: RS lever
press3well entry reaction times; green: RS onset3 response initiation reaction times (based on video analysis). D, Placement
of recording wire tips. All wires tips were histologically localized to the lateral OFC/anterior insula region.
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sion of the task over multiple sessions to reach reliable switching task
performance, at which point we recorded within-session neuronal activ-
ity pre-reversal and postreversal.

Electrophysiological recording. Arrays were connected to a headstage
during recording sessions (20� gain, Plexon). Signals were passed
through a cable (Omnetics Connector) to an electrical commutator
(Keyo Electric) to allow free movement. Commutator output was deliv-
ered to a Plexon recording system (MAP/16), where signals were ampli-
fied (50�), filtered (100 Hz– 8 kHz), and sampled (40 kHz). Action
potentials were recorded using RASPUTIN software (Plexon) where gain
and thresholds were set to isolate single-neuron activity. Recorded spikes
were further sorted offline using Offline Sorter (Plexon) using a combi-
nation of template-matching and principal components analyses. Well-
isolated single units that fired consistently throughout the recording

session were included for analysis. Timestamps for behavioral events
were sent from the Med-Associates behavioral control system to the
Plexon recording system for use in aligning neural activity to behavior.
All experimental sessions were recorded onto digital video (Cineplex,
Plexon) for additional behavioral analyses.

Histology. Following experimental testing and recording, rats were
anesthetized with 1.5–2.5% isoflurane, and constant current (25 �A) was
delivered to each recording wire for 15 s to produce lesions and iron
deposits to mark the tips of recording electrodes. Following lesions, rats
recovered from anesthesia and were killed and perfused 1 d later to allow
development of lesion-induced gliosis. Animals were perfused with �50
ml of 0.9% NaCl solution followed by 400 –500 ml of 4% paraformalde-
hyde followed by 50 –100 ml of a 5% potassium ferricyanide/5% HCl
solution to stain iron deposits with the Prussian blue method. Brains
were postfixed overnight in 4% paraformaldehyde and transferred to a
20% solution of sucrose/0.1% sodium azide in phosphate buffer at 4°C
for at least 3 d. Coronal, 40-�m-thick sections of brains were cut on a
cryostat. Orbitofrontal sections were transferred to slides, counterstained
with neutral red (Fisher), dehydrated with graded alcohol solutions,
cleared with xylene, and coverslipped with Permount (Fisher). Prussian
blue-stained iron deposits were used to confirm accurate electrode place-
ments (Fig. 1D).

Data analysis. Timestamps of sorted spikes and behavioral events were
imported into MATLAB (MathWorks), where custom analyses were
used to assess the relationship of neuronal activity to behavior. All well
isolated neurons were included in analyses, although subsets were se-
lected for additional analysis based on response criteria (e.g., significant
increase or decrease of firing rate above or below baseline in relation to
task events). Neuronal activity aligned on task events (e.g., stimulus pre-
sentation) was grouped in 50 ms bins, and spike density functions were
generated by Gaussian smoothing the resulting event-related histogram.
Neuronal activity was Z-score normalized against a 2000 ms baseline
epoch preceding the onset of RS/NS presentations for comparisons
across neurons by subtracting mean and dividing by SD of baseline.
Neurons were characterized as significantly modulated based on paired
Wilcoxon signed rank tests comparing firing rate 500 to 0 ms prestimulus
to 100 to 600 ms poststimulus (to account for response onset latency)
across trials when trials were equivalent (e.g., comparing neuronal re-
sponses with RS and NS presentations). For comparisons of activity
across conditions with unequal numbers of trials (e.g., comparing RS-
press with RS-withhold), significance was calculated using paired Wil-
coxon signed rank tests on Z-score normalized population averages.
Both types of analyses produced similar outcomes although significance
calculated based on averages resulted in an overall increase in significantly
modulated neurons. Peri-lever press and peri-well entry epochs were 250 ms
pre-event to 250 ms postevent. Other epochs are described in Results.

For each extinction day we characterized the trial-to-trial relationship
of OFC activity to lever-pressing for every neuron. To do this, we took the
mean activity 100 – 600 ms post-RS onset for each trial and plotted the
cumulative sum of this activity across trials for the whole recording ses-
sion for each neuron. We then plotted the similar cumulative sum of
lever presses for each trial across trials, so activity for each neuron was
analyzed in a trial-by-trial fashion with respect to lever-press behavior.
Both lever press behavior and neural responses were trial normalized
(within the same animal, so that the relationship was consistent) such
that the maximum number of observations (lever-presses or mean activ-
ity) was 1. Trials were also normalized to the maximum number of trials
to facilitate comparison across animals/sessions with different total
number of trials. We then compared the resulting cumulative behavior
and firing curves, by measuring the area under each curve, to determine
whether changes in neural activity over the course of each extinction
session preceded decreases in lever pressing (firing curves shifted to the
left of behavior curves) or lagged decreases in lever pressing (firing curves
shifted to the right of behavior curves). Curves were compared statisti-
cally using Kolmogorov–Smirnov analysis and both significant and non-
significant differences were quantified.

Additional parametric or nonparametric analyses, as appropriate,
were applied to firing rate data as described in Results. Main effects were
calculated using ANOVAs, Kruskal–Wallis, and Friedman tests were per-
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Figure 2. Orbitofrontal neurons exhibited stimulus-evoked neural activity during DS-
sucrose. All responses aligned on stimulus onset (time � 0). A, Single-neuron examples of the
prevalent responses to RS (left, black) and NS (right, gray) presentation. Green squares in the
left panel represent initiation of behavioral response (see Materials and Methods) and demon-
strate that OFC activity increases immediately preceding behavior. B, Mean Z-scores �SE of all
recorded neurons (n � 89) during DS-sucrose for RS (black) and NS (gray) demonstrate stron-
ger RS versus NS signaling (z�2.55, p�0.011; Wilcoxon signed rank). C, Mean Z-score activity
for neurons that exhibited significant RS/NS-evoked increases (dark red, n � 28/dark blue, n �
18) or decreases (yellow, n � 10/cyan n � 2) during the poststimulus epoch. Excitation (z �
2.65, p � 0.001; Mann–Whitney U) but not inhibition (rank sum � 63, p � 0.05) was greater
for RS than NS. D, Mean Z-scores for individual neurons in RS (x-axis) and NS ( y-axis) conditions.
Open circles represent nonsignificantly modulated neurons. Filled circles represent neurons
exhibiting significant excitatory or inhibitory responses in RS/NS conditions (colors as in C).
Neurons significantly modulated in RS and NS conditions are magenta. Unity line represents
equivalent activity. Neurons to the right of the line were more excited in RS or inhibited in NS
conditions. Neurons to the left of the line were more excited in NS and inhibited in RS conditions.
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formed based on whether the data were parametric and whether data
were paired. Within-neuron comparisons were made using paired t tests/
Wilcoxon signed rank tests when trials were equivalent. Analyses of num-
bers of significant neurons were made using Fisher’s exact test.
Nonequivalent or cross-neuron analyses were performed using unpaired
t tests or Mann–Whitney U tests.

Results
Behavior
We recorded neuronal activity from 89 neurons in four rats im-
planted with 16 wire arrays bilaterally in OFC during perfor-
mance of a DS-sucrose task, and then also during extinction
sessions when reward was omitted (See Materials and Methods;
Fig. 1A). Rats performed the task highly accurately (Fig. 1B),
responding significantly more frequently to the RS than the NS
(signed rank � 36, p � 0.001; Wilcoxon signed rank). Rats always
went to the reward well following lever press (Fig. 1B). Stimulus
onset-to-lever press and lever press-to-well entry reaction times
(Fig. 1C) were relatively long, but well within the time constraints
dictated by the task.

We also used video analysis to characterize the time of re-
sponse initiation, i.e., the first frame (10 frames/s) where animals
began their orientation to the RS lever. Using this metric, we
found a much shorter and consistent response initiation time
(Fig. 1C). Both lever press and response initiation times were
used for neural analysis. RS lever presses and well entries de-
creased significantly across extinction days, consistent with the
fact that behavior was motivated by sucrose reward and that RS-
related behavior was extinguished when reward was not pre-
sented (Fig. 1B).

OFC neurons responded more to RS than to NS presentations
Neurons histologically localized to OFC (89 cells; Fig. 1D) were
strongly modulated during task performance. Single neuron ex-
amples in Figure 2A are representative of the population response
to RS and NS presentations (Fig. 2B). Onset latency (first bin
�2SD � baseline) was rapid (RS: median � 200 ms, mean � 332
ms; NS: median � 200 ms, mean � 572 ms), far in advance of
lever presses (Fig. 1C) and, on the whole, preceded response ini-
tiation (Fig. 1A; and see the following section: OFC neurons se-
lectively responded for RS-driven response initiation). We
therefore focused the majority of our analyses on stimulus-
evoked responses that occurred 100 – 600 ms following RS-/NS-
presentation (lever press- and well entry-related analyses are
below; Fig. 3).

Of 89 recorded neurons, 38 (42.7%) were significantly mod-
ulated by RS (Fig. 2). Approximately half as many neurons were
modulated by NS (n � 20), significantly fewer than by RS (p �
0.01, Fisher’s exact test). Of the modulated neurons, 28 and 18
were excited by RS and NS respectively (p � 0.05, Fisher’s exact
test), and 10 and 2 were inhibited (p � 0.05, Fisher’s exact test).
Significant responses are plotted in Figure 2C,D and counts of
neurons are shown in Figure 4B (for comparison with extinc-
tion). As shown in Figure 2D, most neurons were selectively
modulated by RS (not modulated by NS; 16 excited, 10 inhib-
ited). Another subset was modulated by both (12 excited, 0 in-
hibited), and a minority were selectively modulated by NS (6
excited, 2 inhibited). In general, therefore, neurons were more
frequently selectively modulated by RS than NS, though a num-
ber of neurons were NS-modulated.

The overall strength of responses for modulated neurons was
significantly greater for RS than for NS trials (Fig. 2B–D). Neu-
rons significantly excited by RS had larger responses than those
excited for NS (Fig. 2C,D). Even neurons significantly excited by

NS were more strongly excited by RS presentation (z � 2.16, p �
0.05; Fig. 2D, magenta circles). There was no difference between
significantly inhibited neuronal responses to RS versus NS, pri-
marily because only two neurons were inhibited by NS presenta-
tion (Fig. 2D). Thus, OFC neurons responded most frequently
and robustly on trials that predicted reward. The fact that a subset
of neurons responded to NS in addition to RS presentation indi-
cates that some OFC neurons may multiplex different forms of
information (e.g., stimulus salience, reward prediction), al-
though the strongest influence on activity was most directly re-
lated to reward.

OFC neurons selectively responded for RS-driven
response initiation
We characterized the responses of OFC neurons aligned on the
initiation of reward-seeking (i.e., orientation toward the RS lever,
based on video analyses described previously). As shown on the
population histogram aligned on response initiation (RS Go; Fig.
3A), onset of activity occurred almost immediately after stimulus
onset (50 –100 ms after RS On; Fig. 3A) and increased before, and
peaked around the time of response initiation (100 ms postini-
tiation). This can also be seen in the single-unit example in Figure
2A. Across all neurons we defined, on a trial-by-trial basis, an
epoch extending from post-RS onset to initiation of reward-
seeking. We used this epoch for statistical analysis of cued prere-
sponse OFC activity. During this short epoch, we found that the
firing rate of 26 neurons was significantly modulated (16 excited,
10 inhibited). Of course, this analysis was not possible for NS
presentations since these presentations largely did not evoke a
behavioral response. However, we approximated this epoch by
applying trial-based response initiation times from RS trials to
NS trials; therefore, each NS trial had a “response initiation”
based on a matched RS trial. This epoch was then used to calcu-
late significant responses. In these circumstances, 12 neurons
showed significant changes in firing rate (8 excited, 4 inhibited).
Thus, although more (approximately twice as many) OFC neu-
rons exhibit activity related to initiation of reward-seeking, a
small population of neurons encoded salient stimuli independent
of behavioral response, consistent with the differences in activity
shown in Figure 2.

These results indicate that more than two thirds of the neu-
rons characterized as significantly modulated in our original
100 – 600 ms post-RS epoch (26/38) exhibited significant changes
in firing rate preceding the onset of the behavioral response.
However, this type of analysis ignores changes in firing that began
before initiation of the behavioral response and may have peaked
postresponse. To address this issue, we focused on the 38 neurons
that exhibited significant modulation post-RS. We calculated the
change in firing in each 50 ms time bin by subtracting activity in
bin n from activity in bin n � 1. We then compared mean
strength of changes in activity 500 ms before the initiation of the
behavior to mean strength of changes in activity 500 ms after the
initiation of the behavior and found that in almost all cases (33/
38) the change in activity was greater before the response initia-
tion than after (Fig. 3B; excited: z � 3.35, p � 0.001; inhibited,
signed rank � 0, p � 0.005). Similar results were found if we used
shorter durations, preresponse and postresponse initiation (e.g.,
29/38 for 250 ms). We conclude from these results that the onset
of activity observed following RS presentation before lever re-
sponse is strongly related to the subsequent reward-seeking be-
havioral response.

We confirmed this observation by analyzing RS-evoked activ-
ity based on whether the rats responded to the RS lever. We
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included only recording sessions containing both RS-press and
RS-withhold trials. These analyses revealed that RS-evoked activ-
ity during DS-sucrose was strongly modulated by whether the rat
pressed or withheld pressing (Fig. 3C,D). Mean OFC responses
across the population of all recorded neurons were significantly
greater for RS-press than RS-withhold (Fig. 3C, D). Responses of
neurons significantly excited by RS-press were dramatically and
significantly stronger than those of neurons significantly excited
by RS-withhold (Fig. 3C). Neuronal inhibition was also signifi-
cantly stronger in RS-press compared with RS-withhold. Thus,
across both excited and inhibited OFC neurons, the strength of

response was greater when RS presentation resulted in a lever
press than when it did not.

Rats rarely pressed the NS lever (Fig. 1). However, we com-
pared NS evoked responses sorted by whether or not animals
pressed the NS lever, based on trial-averaged Z-scores (see Mate-
rials and Methods). We found that mean OFC activity across the
whole population was similar for NS presentations resulting in
no press versus those resulting in a press (Fig. 3C; z � 1.21, p �
0.05). However, analysis of only neurons that exhibited an
excitatory response to the NS (n � 56/89) revealed signifi-
cantly stronger excitation for withholding a response to the NS
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Figure 3. RS-evoked OFC activity was strongly associated with initiation of reward-seeking behavior. A, Mean Z-score activity for all recorded neurons (n � 89) aligned on RS response initiation
(based on video analysis) at time 0 (solid vertical line). Dashed line represents approximate time of RS onset based on median reaction times. RS Go (black trace) is aligned on behavioral response
initiation. NS “Go” (gray line) is aligned on time points in NS trials derived from behavioral response initiation in RS trials such that each RS Go generated a matched NS Go. This allowed comparison
of the same distribution of times in RS and NS trials despite NS trials having no response initiation. B, Mean amount of change in Z-score in either the 500 ms Pre-RS Go epoch or the 500 ms Post-RS
Go epoch. Note that in neurons either excited (dark red line) or inhibited (yellow line), the onset of change occurred more frequently (greater magnitude change) Pre-RS Go (left) compared with
Post-RS Go (right). This finding indicates that the onset of RS-evoked neural response occurred before initiation of RS-Go, supporting a role for OFC in initiation of reward seeking. C, Mean Z-scores
for individual neurons in press (x-axis) and withhold (y-axis) conditions in RS- (C1, top) and NS- (C2, bottom) presentation trials. Colors as in Figure 2. Neurons excited by press and withhold are shown
in magenta. Other combinations (e.g., excited in press, inhibited in withhold) are shown as color combinations (e.g., dark red/cyan). C1 (top): Significant excitation (z � 3.03, p � 0.005,
Mann–Whitney U) and inhibition (z � 4.26, p �� 0.0001) was stronger for RS-press than RS-withhold. C2 (bottom): Significant excitation (z � 2.31, p � 0.05) but not inhibition (z � 1.89, p �
0.06) was stronger for NS-withhold than NS press. Note that more neurons appear significantly influenced by RS/NS press and withhold than RS or NS presentation (Fig. 5B for numbers in comparison
with extinction) due to the relatively less stringent criteria for statistical significance in comparing uneven numbers of trials (see Materials and Methods). D, Mean RS-evoked Z-scores for all recorded
neurons aligned on RS onset and sorted based on trials in which animals pressed the lever (RS On Press, black) or withheld response (RS On With, gray). Responses were much stronger for RS
presentations followed by a lever press (z � 2.248, p � 0.05, Wilcoxon signed rank). E, Mean NS-evoked Z-scores for all NS-excited neurons aligned on NS onset and sorted based on trials in which
animals pressed the lever (NS On Press, black) or withheld response (NS On With, gray). Excitatory responses were slightly, but significantly stronger for NS presentations followed by a withheld lever
press (z � 2.31, p � 0.05, Wilcoxon signed rank). F, Mean Z-score activity for all recorded neurons aligned on RS (black) and NS (gray) lever press shows that lever press related activity changes were
minor compared with RS onset (left-most red arrow) or well entry (right-most red arrow). G, Mean Z-scores for all recorded neurons (n � 89) aligned on well entry during DS-sucrose, including the
period when animals are consuming sucrose. Black: well entry-related activity following RS presentation and lever press; gray: all other (non-RS-evoked) well entries. H, Mean activity at the time
of well entry (x-axis) was highly correlated with mean activity at the time of response initiation (y-axis) in individual neurons.
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(Fig. 3C,E; z � 2.31, p � 0.05). This selectivity was not seen in
neurons inhibited by NS presentation. In keeping with the
overall stronger RS modulation of OFC activity, the difference
between RS press and withhold was greater than NS press
versus withhold (Fig. 3C1, top vs C2, bottom). Thus, we ob-
served a small, but significant enhancement of excitatory re-
sponses in OFC neurons when a behavioral response was
inhibited following a stimulus that predicted no reward. This
may reflect a contribution of OFC toward response inhibition
or may reflect an influence of enhanced attention in NS-
withhold versus NS-respond trials.

OFC neuronal activity related to lever press was moderate and
selective for reward-seeking
We also analyzed neural activity related to lever press (Fig. 3F)
and to well entry/reward consumption (Fig. 3G,H). Mean press-
related activity across the population was modestly modulated
around the time of the press (Fig. 3F; note little fluctuation

around Time � 0). Despite moderate changes in overall press-
related signaling, 24 neurons exhibited significant modulation
(13 excited, 11 inhibited) in a peri-press epoch (	250 to 250 ms)
compared with an epoch 	1000 to 	500 ms preceding the press.
Importantly, lever press-related activity was selective for re-
warded lever presses (Fig. 3F) and no neurons exhibited signifi-
cant modulation for nonrewarded presses. In Figure 3F we
illustrate that neural activity changed dramatically both at the
approximate time of RS/NS onset and also at the approximate
time of well entry (see above; Fig. 3G). This underscores the
finding that OFC neurons were most activated by the initiation of
each reward-seeking behavior (initiate lever-seeking and initiate
well-seeking), and less by the actual lever press itself.

Neurons also displayed robust changes in activity at the time
of the reward-well entry (Fig. 3G; �0 s) and during reward con-
sumption (�1–9 s). Neurons were predominantly excited
around the time of rewarded well entry during DS-sucrose (21
excited and 13 inhibited neurons). Neurons were also signifi-
cantly modulated for nonrewarded well entries, though the num-
ber of neurons (14 and 9 significantly excited and inhibited) was
smaller and the magnitude of change was significantly lower (Fig.
3G; z � 5.51, p �� 0.001, Wilcoxon signed rank). Neurons that
exhibited changes in activity for lever response initiation exhib-
ited similar changes at the time of well entry (Fig. 3H). We found
a strong and significant correlation across single neurons for
mean activity at lever response initiation (250 ms pre-response to
750 ms postresponse initiation) and mean well entry activity (500
ms pre-well entry to 500 ms post-well entry). Thus, neurons that
signaled lever response initiation also signaled well response ini-
tiation, arguing for a general role for OFC neurons in initiating
reward seeking behaviors.

We also observed a long-lasting decrease in mean activity dur-
ing reward consumption in DS-sucrose trials (Fig. 3G). This
decrease across the population was significant compared with
pre-well entry baseline (z � 3.85, p � 0.001) and was not ob-
served for nonrewarded well entries or well entries during extinc-
tion sessions (see below; Fig. 5; all p � 0.05). This decrease in OFC
activity therefore closely corresponded with reward consump-
tion. Although not absolute, these data argue that increases
in OFC activity are more related to the initiation of reward pur-
suit and decreases may be more related to reward acquisition/
consumption.

OFC responses to RS diminished across extinction
OFC responses to RS decreased across extinction days (Fig. 4A–
C). The number of neurons significantly excited by RS decreased
over extinction (Fig. 4B; early: 15/90; late: 9/87), as did those
excited by NS (early: 8/90; late: 8/87). The number of neurons
significantly inhibited by RS decreased (early: 9/90; late: 4/87)
and those inhibited by NS presentation increased slightly (early:
4/90, late: 9/87). Overall, there were fewer significantly modu-
lated neurons, excited or inhibited, during late extinction.

The overall decrease in strength of RS-evoked activity between
DS-sucrose and extinction days was significant (Fig. 4A,C). This
was true for evoked responses in early extinction (z � 2.27, p �
0.05; Mann–Whitney U) and late extinction (z � 3.05, p � 0.005)
compared with RS responses in DS-sucrose. There were no sig-
nificant differences in evoked responses between early and late
extinction (z � 0.71, p � 0.05). Mean responses to NS presenta-
tion also decreased slightly, but significantly (Fig. 4C). The de-
crease in strength of significantly RS-excited neurons almost
reached significance (� 2

(2,49) � 5.26, p � 0.07 Kruskal–Wallis),
and the difference in response strength between DS-sucrose and
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Figure 4. Stimulus-evoked OFC responses decreased during extinction. A, Z-scores aligned
on RS (left) and NS (right) during DS-sucrose (black, n � 89), early extinction session (days 1
and 2; red, n � 90) and late extinction sessions (days 3 and 4, blue, n � 87). B, Numbers of
neurons exhibiting significant excitatory/inhibitory evoked responses to RS and NS presenta-
tion during DS-sucrose and extinction. Dark red/yellow bars � numbers of neurons signifi-
cantly excited/inhibited by RS. Dark blue/cyan bars � numbers of neurons significantly
excited/inhibited by NS. C, Mean Z-scores evoked by RS (� 2

(2,263) � 9.99, p � 0.01, Kruskal–
Wallis) and NS (� 2

(2,263) � 12.08, p � 0.01) decreased between DS-sucrose and extinction. D,
Responses of individual neurons recorded across all five sessions in response to RS (left) and DS
(right) presentation. Both RS and NS stimulus-excited (black; RS: � 2

(2,40) � 17.24, p � 0.001;
NS: � 2

(2,38) � 26.8, p �� 0.001) and RS but not NS stimulus-inhibited neurons (gray; RS:
� 2

(2,26) �13, p�0.005; NS: � 2
(2,28) �3.73, p�0.05) showed decreased strength of evoked

responses during extinction.
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late extinction was significant (z � 2.07, p � 0.05, Mann–Whit-
ney U). Neurons significantly excited by NS showed no signifi-
cant change in strength across extinction (� 2

(2,31) � 1.30, p �
0.52), nor did neurons significantly inhibited by either RS
(� 2

(2,20) � 3.62, p � 0.05) or by NS (� 2
(2,12) � 4.39, p � 0.05).

Thus, overall the number of RS-responsive neurons decreased
by approximately one-half and two-thirds in early and late ex-
tinction respectively, and the overall signaling strength across the
population was weaker in extinction than during task perfor-
mance. These results indicate an overall diminution of the robust
RS-evoked OFC signals across extinction. Although NS responses
were relatively mild in comparison, they largely decreased across
extinction, consistent with the view that OFC neuronal activity
may represent both reward value/pursuit as well as onset of sa-
lient stimuli.

Individual OFC neurons decreased responding from DS-
sucrose to extinction
We also characterized the response profiles of a subset of neurons
recorded across all three epochs (DS-sucrose, early extinction,
and late extinction), as indicated on recording channels that
maintained the same number of units with the same waveforms
across recording sessions. We verified for 35 neurons that ful-
filled these criteria that the predominant change in signaling
from DS-sucrose through extinction was decreased responding,
rather than one population decreasing and another increasing
activity (Fig. 4D). RS-evoked activity in these neurons decreased
significantly across extinction (Fig. 4D, left). This was not ob-
served when considering the population as a whole (� 2

(2,68) �
1.2, p � 0.05, Friedman’s test) due to decreases in strength of
both excitation and inhibition. However, activity in RS-excited
neurons (mean Z-score �0 in DS-sucrose, n � 21) was strongly
and significantly diminished across extinction. Similarly, the
strength of inhibitory responses in RS-press inhibited neurons
(mean Z-score �0 in DS-sucrose, n � 14) was significantly re-
duced across extinction. NS-evoked responses decreased more
subtly but significantly across extinction (� 2

(2,68) � 8.23, p �
0.05; Fig. 5D, right), driven by changes in NS-excited, but not
NS-inhibited, neurons.

Similar to the responses for all RS presentations (Fig. 4), ac-
tivity related to RS presentations that produced a lever press di-
minished over extinction (Fig. 5). The number of neurons
significantly excited and inhibited for RS-press decreased over
extinction, as did the number of significantly excited RS-
withhold neurons, to a lesser degree (Fig. 5B). The number of
neurons significantly inhibited by RS-withhold actually in-
creased over extinction.

Mean RS-evoked response magnitudes in RS-press trials also
decreased between DS-sucrose and extinction (Fig. 5C). How-
ever, this decrease was not significant (� 2

(2,263) � 1.32, p � 0.05;
Kruskal–Wallis), likely due to cancellation between excitatory
and inhibitory responses during DS-sucrose (Fig. 5D, left). How-
ever, neurons excited by RS-press decreased in response magni-
tude significantly between DS-sucrose and extinction (� 2

(2,159) �
11.79, p � 0.005). Neurons inhibited by RS-press did not change
response magnitudes (� 2

(2,88) � 4.96, p � 0.05). Response mag-
nitudes were not different between early and late extinction for
either excited or inhibited neurons (z � 0.45, p � 0.05). Mean
RS-evoked responses in withhold trials decreased subtly but
significantly during extinction (� 2

(2,258) � 15.87, p �� 0.001).
Intriguingly, this effect was not seen in neurons excited by RS-
withhold (� 2

(2,121) � 0.67, p � 0.05), but neurons inhibited by
RS-withhold were more strongly inhibited in extinction com-
pared with DS-sucrose (� 2

(2,134) � 18.74, p �� 0.001). Thus,
neurons excited when RS produced a lever press decreased firing
across extinction whereas neurons inhibited by RS followed by a
withheld lever press showed increased inhibition over extinction.

Similar results were observed for individual neurons recorded
across DS-sucrose and extinction sessions (Fig. 5D) Neural activ-
ity on RS-press trials decreased over the course of extinction (Fig.
5D, left), though this was not significant (� 2

(2,68) � 0.06, p �
0.05; Friedman’s Test); again, this was probably due to averaging
excitatory and inhibitory neuronal responses. Excited neurons
displayed significantly decreased RS-evoked responses over ex-
tinction and inhibited neurons exhibited significantly decreased
inhibition (Fig. 5D, left). The mild responses on RS-withhold
trials also decreased subtly, though significantly, over extinction
(Fig. 5D, right; � 2

(2,68) � 7.60, p � 0.05). Excitatory responses
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Withhold-excited (� 2

(2,38) � 10.80, p � 0.005), but not-inhibited (� 2
(2,28) � 0.93, p �

0.05) responses decreased over extinction.
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decreased significantly but there were no changes in inhibitory
responses.

Thus, on the whole, OFC responses decreased across extinc-
tion. This effect was most prominent for neural responses to RS
that elicited a lever press. There are two important details to
consider in this regard. First, OFC activity on NS trials decreased
over extinction, consistent with a salience/attentional compo-
nent of activity in at least some OFC neurons during reward-
seeking. Second, activity on RS-press trials decreased over
extinction. This indicates that reward-seeking in a nonrewarded
situation (here during extinction) minimally drives OFC activity,
consistent with other evidence for a strong reward-prediction
signal in OFC independent of eventual motor output.

Decreases in RS-evoked OFC responses followed decreases in
lever responding
In each extinction session we characterized OFC activity in a
trial-by-trial fashion to determine the time course of altered RS
signaling during extinction (Fig. 6). For each neuron we calcu-
lated the rate of decrease in lever pressing and the rate of decrease
in RS-evoked activity by plotting the cumulative summation of
both lever presses and mean RS-evoked activity (Fig. 6C). Cumu-
lative sums were normalized against maxima to generate equiva-
lent curves that could be compared, so both lever press and neural
activity cumulative sum curves had a maximum of 1 (see Mate-
rials and Methods). As exemplified by the single neuron in Figure
6, both lever pressing and OFC activity decreased across trials
within extinction sessions. We compared the rates of decrease to
determine whether decreases in lever pressing preceded or fol-
lowed decreases in OFC activity (Fig. 6C). We found that de-
creases in OFC activity followed decreases in lever pressing across
the majority of neurons: 74% versus 26% of 164 neurons mea-
sured across all extinction sessions exhibited trial-to-trial
decreases in activity that lagged behind versus led decreases in
lever-press behavior (Fig. 6D). Of these 164 neurons, 55% (91)
and 15% (25) exhibited significant lagging versus leading (Fig.
6D; Kolmogorov–Smirnov performed on cumulative sums, p �
0.05). Thus, although lever press behavior varied somewhat over the
course of each extinction session, the main trend observed was that
RS-evoked OFC responses decreased at a slower rate than did lever
pressing. This finding is consistent with a minor influence of OFC
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ing to peak of activity during DS-sucrose (100 – 600 ms post-RS). B, Mean trial-by-trial activity
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pressed the lever on each trial (high � press, low � no press). It is clear from both A and B that
activity declined over the course of extinction trials but that activity followed lever-press behav-
ior, and that activity declined at a slower rate than did lever pressing. C, Analysis of the trial-by-
trial relationship between lever-press and firing rate for the same neuron in A and B. Cumulative
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press curves). In this example, decreases in lever pressing preceded decreases in mean RS-
evoked firing rate. D, Pie chart shows the overall proportions/numbers of neurons that either
led (red/pale red) or lagged (black/gray) lever-press behavior across all four extinction days.
Dark colors (red and black) indicate neurons significantly leading or lagging pressing behavior.
Light colors (pale red and gray) indicate neurons that led or lagged, but not significantly. The
majority of neurons displayed decreases in activity that lagged lever press behavior.
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activity on the actual extinction process itself, and rather, likely re-
flects a general decrease in motivated reward-seeking.

We also measured whether OFC activity was elevated during
the initial stages of extinction, as might be expected if OFC neu-
rons signaled the salience resulting from the RS changing from
predicting rewarded to nonrewarded outcomes (Ogawa et al.,
2013). We divided sessions into four blocks of 12 trials each and
compared RS-evoked activity in the first block of DS-sucrose to
the first block of Extinction Day 1. Mean lever-press behavior was
similar across the two sessions in block 1 (DS-sucrose: 92.1%
RS-presentations were followed by lever presses; Extinction Day
1: 81.1% RS-presentations were followed by lever presses). This
similarity means that animals continued to attend to the RS and
press the lever during the first one-fourth of Extinction Day 1.
RS-evoked OFC activity was also similar in the first one-fourth of
DS-sucrose and Extinction Day 1 (mean firing: z � 0.39, p � 0.05;
Z-score: z � 0.19, p � 0.05, Mann–Whitney). This lack of differ-
ence indicates that any enhanced salience resulting from a change
from rewarded to nonrewarded RS in Extinction Day 1 did not
influence OFC activity.

OFC responses at well entry and during sucrose consumption
decreased across extinction sessions
OFC neurons were excited before rewarded well entry, and were
inhibited during sucrose consumption (Figs. 3G, 7). Over the
course of extinction, these neural responses decreased for both
well entry and reward consumption (Fig. 7). The decrease in
activity at the time of well entry following RS-press during extinc-
tion was significant, as was the decrease in activity at the time of
well entries without presses (Fig. 7B). Decreases in activity during
reward consumption diminished significantly over the course of
extinction (Fig. 7C), likely due to the absence of reward delivery.
Thus, activity related to initiation of well entry declined over the
course of extinction along with activity related to initiation of
lever response. Combined, these data argue that, despite the me-
chanics of reward-seeking being engaged, OFC activity is de-
creased when reward expectation is extinguished.

OFC activity tracked the RS during task reversal
Finally, we recorded OFC activity during a reversal task in a sub-
set of animals (3 rats, 58 neurons). Neural activity was greater for
RS than NS both before and after reversal (Fig. 8A). Mean evoked
RS and NS responses were not significantly different (pre-rever-
sal: z � 0.46, p � 0.05; postreversal: z � 1.02, p � 0.05), due to
averaging of excitatory and inhibitory responses. However, dif-
ferences between absolute values of RS and NS Z-scores were
significant (pre-reversal: z � 2.69, p � 0.01; postreversal: z �
2.81, p � 0.005). Importantly, there were no significant differ-
ences in RS or NS signaling pre-reversal versus postreversal (RS:
pre-reversal vs postreversal: z � 0.31, p � 0.05; NS: pre-reversal
vs postreversal: z � 1.06, p � 0.05), even when absolute-value
measures were considered (RS: z � 1.46, p � 0.05; NS: z � 1.41,
p � 0.05). We plotted mean poststimulus activity pre-reversal
versus postreversal for RS and NS presentation (Fig. 8B) and
found a significant correlation between activity prereversal and
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postreversal for both RS and NS. Thus, both RS and NS presen-
tation affected neurons similarly pre-reversal versus postreversal,
and regardless of RS or NS lever position. These data are consis-
tent with a role for OFC activity in driving the initiation of
reward-seeking behaviors.

Discussion
Here we demonstrated a strong relationship between OFC activ-
ity and reward-seeking, consistent with previous results (Roesch
and Olson, 2004; Mainen and Kepecs, 2009; Schoenbaum et al.,
2011; Noonan et al., 2012; Wallis, 2012), and a limited association
between OFC activity and response inhibition or extinction. OFC
responses were maximal following stimulus presentations that
both: (1) validly predicted reward and (2) elicited reward-seeking

behavior. Neither of these alone (reward prediction without a
behavioral response during DS-sucrose, or lever press without a
reward-predicting stimulus in either DS-sucrose or extinction)
drove OFC responses. Activity elicited by reward-predicting
stimuli was strongly associated with the orientation and initiation
of movement to the rewarded lever (response initiation), and less
related to the press itself. This supports lever press-related OFC
activity seen in previous instrumental reward-seeing studies in
which the lever press response was self-initiated (Kravitz and
Peoples, 2008). Activity also increased as animals initiated well
entry-directed behaviors, and this was correlated with response
initiation-related activity. These data demonstrate that OFC neu-
rons encode the expectation of reward delivery, consistent with
previous findings, but further show that OFC activity is strongest
at the initiation of individual reward-seeking behaviors, includ-
ing those chained together to obtain reward.

OFC neurons responded modestly to stimuli that did not re-
sult in reward. This was similar for NSs, RSs during extinction,
and RSs during DS-sucrose when the animals did not respond.
Thus, a subset of neurons encoded salient stimuli regardless of
their value prediction. NS-evoked activity was slightly but signif-
icantly stronger when animals withheld versus initiated responses
(Fig. 3E), potentially indicating that response inhibition is en-
coded in some OFC neurons. However, activity was minimal
when animals correctly withheld responding to the extinguished
RS, arguing against a primary role for OFC in driving response
inhibition. This enhancement during withholding may also rep-
resent an attentional signal that is present in addition to reward-
related signaling. However, during extinction trials when animals
responded to the RS (accurate stimulus detection), activity was
reduced, indicating a minor influence of attention on OFC firing.
We hypothesize that some OFC responses may reflect cue sa-
lience or attention (Ogawa et al., 2013), but that the majority of
neuronal responses are maximal for reward-predicting stimuli
(Tremblay and Schultz, 1999; Roesch et al., 2010; Padoa-
Schioppa and Cai, 2011).

Minimal activation on NS trials and during extinction argues
against an explicit representation of either response inhibition or
extinction learning in OFC neurons, in line with previous studies
(Burke et al., 2008; Schoenbaum et al., 2009; McDannald et al.,
2012). Specifically, OFC neurons do not increase activity during
the presentation of the NS or extinguished RS as neurons in in-
fralimbic cortex do in fear-extinction studies (Milad and Quirk,
2002). This does not negate other potential ways of encoding
response inhibition such as correlated or differential activation
across populations or active inhibition of previously evoked re-
sponses. Recent work has shown decreased OFC signaling for
extinguished compound, but not noncompound, reward-
predicting stimuli (Takahashi et al., 2013), which in part supports
our observations. Task differences preclude direct comparisons
between this study and ours, although in both studies extinction
of the most salient and/or rewarding stimulus resulted in de-
creased OFC activity.

There is considerable interest in the relationships among risk,
confidence, salience, and reward signaling, particularly in OFC
and related brain regions (Kepecs et al., 2008; van Duuren et al.,
2009; O’Neill and Schultz, 2010; Roitman and Roitman, 2010;
Padoa-Schioppa, 2011; Wallis, 2012; Ogawa et al., 2013). OFC
neurons that appear to fire for risky conditions (e.g., reward
probabilities of 33 and 67%) may actually encode heightened
salience resulting from reward unpredictability (Ogawa et al.,
2013), in line with models that combine reward prediction and
uncertainty (Mackintosh, 1975; Pearce and Hall, 1980) in the
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framework of attentional salience (Esber and Haselgrove, 2011).
Our data are consistent with the predictions of such models and
the associated data. During extinction, activity declined as the
RS-reward association decreased, supporting the idea that
reward-driven salience is encoded in OFC neurons, and that cues
predicting reward are more salient than those predicting no re-
ward. However, our data also argue against the strict hypothesis
that OFC neurons exclusively encode acquired salience. As noted
above, neural activity related to salient stimuli not resulting in a
reward was minimal, even when the animal responded to the cue
(i.e., responses to NSs and extinguished RSs). More directly, in
early extinction, the unexpected outcome of no reward following
RS presentation was likely highly salient, particularly on Extinc-
tion Day 1. The unexpected absence of reward is somewhat anal-
ogous to the 33 and 67% conditions described by Ogawa et al.
(2013) and is predicted by Esber and Haselgrove (2011) to pro-
duce a transient increase in cue salience. However, we found no
significant elevation in OFC responses in early extinction and
overall decreased responses as reward-seeking declined. One pos-
sible solution to this discrepancy is to consider the results of
Ogawa et al. (2013) from the perspective of initiation of reward-
seeking. In that study, reward-seeking (licking) was high and
response latency was low in the high-risk/high-salience condi-
tions (i.e., 33 and 67%), and OFC activity was well-correlated
with these behavioral changes. These data align well with our
finding that OFC neurons encode initiation of reward-seeking.
An important future direction is to dissociate the influence of
reward seeking versus acquired salience on OFC signaling.

We did not test whether negative outcome expectancy is spe-
cifically encoded by OFC neurons. However, responses were
weaker when events reliably did not happen (e.g., 0% probability
of reward predicted by NS or RS in extinction), arguing that
expectancy or confidence encoding by OFC neurons is restricted
to subsets of outcomes. Our experimental design provided a less-
direct interrogation of confidence or certainty than previous
studies (Kepecs et al., 2008; van Duuren et al., 2009; O’Neill and
Schultz, 2010; Roitman and Roitman, 2010; Ogawa et al., 2013).
However, during DS-sucrose, neurons fired strongly for 100%
reward probability (RS) and weakly for 0% probability (NS),
which is in line, broadly, with studies demonstrating value coding
in OFC neurons (Tremblay and Schultz, 1999; Roesch and Olson,
2004; Padoa-Schioppa, 2007; O’Neill and Schultz, 2010; but see
van Duuren et al., 2009 for counterexamples). During extinction,
both RS and NS cued 0% reward probability, and neuronal firing
was minimal, particularly during late extinction when reward-
seeking behavior was rare. Thus, though coarsely addressing confi-
dence or outcome probability, our results support a straightforward
association between OFC activity and reward outcome.

We verified that RS-evoked activity was independent of spatial
or sensory attributes (Feierstein et al., 2006; Roesch et al., 2006)
by demonstrating that neural responses remained RS-selective
after reversing the RS and NS contingencies. The reversal of OFC
responses aligns with other studies that have posited a role for
OFC in reversal behavior (Chudasama and Robbins, 2003;
McAlonan and Brown, 2003; Kim and Ragozzino, 2005; Burke et
al., 2009). In contrast, reversal of outcome-predicting odors dis-
rupted OFC response selectivity (Schoenbaum et al., 1999;
Roesch et al., 2007). Task differences may explain the discrepant
findings. Behaviors in our study were instrumental and stimuli
had a spatial component (as opposed to odor-based Pavlovian
stimuli in other studies). Reversal studies by Rolls and colleagues
demonstrated that a greater proportion of primate OFC neurons
reversed selectivity for visual (i.e., more spatial) than olfactory (i.e.,

less spatial) stimuli (Rolls et al., 1996). Further investigations using
different types of tasks are needed to understand the role of OFC
neuronal function in behavioral change and flexibility.

The factors that drove OFC activity in our task, reward-
predicting cues that triggered initiation of reward-seeking, also
influence nucleus accumbens (NAc) neurons during a similar DS
task (Nicola et al., 2004a,b; Yun et al., 2004; Ishikawa et al., 2008;
Ambroggi et al., 2011). NAc responses related to reward-seeking
also decrease over the course of extinction, in line with our ex-
tinction findings (Carelli and Ijames, 2000; Hollander et al., 2002;
Ghazizadeh et al., 2012; but see Ghitza et al., 2003; Hollander and
Carelli, 2007). These similarities may reflect a circuit involving
OFC and NAc that regulates these behaviors, anatomically dem-
onstrated by robust retrograde labeling in the lateral OFC and
agranular insular cortex from injections in the NAc core (Reyn-
olds and Zahm, 2005). Other studies, however, found almost no
projections from lateral OFC to NAc (Schilman et al., 2008).
Regardless, our results tentatively support a functional, if not
structural, interaction. Additional interactions across OFC, me-
dial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) and basolateral amygdala (BLA)
may also play an important role in execution and extinction of
reward-seeking (Peters et al., 2005, 2009), given the strong con-
nectivity among these areas (Krettek and Price, 1977; McDonald,
1991a,b; Wright et al., 1996; Schoenbaum et al., 1998, 1999, 2000;
Shi and Cassell, 1998; Saddoris et al., 2005). However, BLA neu-
rons were less selective for rewarded versus nonrewarded stimuli
than OFC neurons (Ambroggi et al., 2008), and a sizeable subset
of BLA neurons showed enhanced responding during extinction
(Tye et al., 2010) indicating that mPFC may be an important
region to explore with respect to these behaviors.
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